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 They are committed workers who don’t care about getting 
dirty. They actually LOVE getting dirty. We interviewed them at 
Our City Forest. They weren’t bothered about the amount of wasps 
and bees there. They weren’t bothered about the HUGE black 
widow in a shed. They were bothered by the lack of trees in Our 
City Forest. Their love of nature can’t be beat.
 So if you want to know a formula that basically tells you all 
about the Green team, just remember:
 Green Team=1% inspiration and 99% perspiration.

   Article by: Caitlyn, Sanghavi, and Stacy =]



                                        

                                      MMXI (2011)

 What time is it? It’s time for you to get a watch! Okay, 
that was a totally lame introduction. Anyways, given that we 
pretty much have lived through this year, you all have probably 
heard all the biggest breaking News; Japan’s history shaking 
earthquake (pun intended), the death of Osama Bin Laden, 
Prince William’s marriage, my constant typos, etc. But how 
about some of those funny, strange, or heart wrenching stories 
happening around the globe?
 Like for example, lately China has had a craze about 
dyeing their pets different colors to resemble wild animals, es-
pecially pandas.  Like how we might dye our hair green or blue, 
owners might dye their dog’s fur to make it look like a wolf, or 
even a ferocious tiger!
 Osama Bin Laden was caught and killed. That’s one less 
in the world’s top ten most wanted. But you all already knew 
that.
  A Picasso painting was brought to Palestine, their first 
major art piece featured there. However, not many citizens 
have been able to witness the Spanish artist’s amazing piece.
 The World’s longest running TV show is a Norwegian “re-
ality” show. No, not some drama with cheesy cliffhangers, but 
rather a scenic tour as a Cruise ship navigates the land. Well…
water and shoreline. With some trees. It’s actually pretty calm-
ing.
 A site dedicated to Harry Potter will be airing online July 
31st. The first million people to submit their emails get early 
admission to the site. Millions of fans can enjoy more depth 
to the character bios, some slight changes even to the books, 
and a lot more. If you’re not a fan of Harry Potter you can move 
onto the next random event. I’m serious. You can stop reading 
this now.
 The world’s oldest person died at 114. How old is the 

  Green Team
 
 The Green team. One hundred percent pure awesomeness  
and eco-friendliness. That’s right. Eco-friendliness.
 When we interviewed the green team they told us some 
things that they do to help the community. The green team plants 
trees and helps the neighborhood. The green team is always prepared 
to help out. One of their favorite parts about being in the green team 
is working with others to help people. The green team is all about 
getting dirty and working outside the Discovery Museum.  What I 
like about the green team is that they are always active and working 
hard.
 The great outdoors just can’t be beat; the Green team knows 
that best. Helping prevent dangerous plastic from floating down the 
river into the ocean and choking fish, they cleanse the world from 
pesky litterbugs. They clean up other people’s dirty work. They 
could be their own nature channel all on their own.  They even have 
accents.
 Yes, accents. Well, that is beside the point but they work 
outside SOOOOOO long that they catch on to the way of how other 
people talk in their work area.



    The Red Team by Ryan, Ryon, 
Anthony, and Jackson
       The Red team is the team that fo-
cuses on helping others in shelters and 
senior homes. They also take donations 
to Sacred Heart, sort and give out food 
to the homeless. Another thing they do is 
pack backpacks at the Salvation Army for 
kids going back to school. They also work 
to promote healthy living by doing exer-
cise work in the museum with kids. Al-
though the Red Team was not active last 
year, a lot of people have chosen it.



Orange Team
            *To the tune of Ghostbusters*

If there are little kids, 
who want to play,

 who you gonna call?!         
ORANGE TEAMERS!!!!!

 That’s right, orange team-
ers play with little kids from         
Estrella. They make up fun 
activities for the preschoolers to 
play and they join in the games 

they play. Pretty fun, right? But they’re not just doing it because 
CDM is making them. They are doing it because they want little kids 
to get the chance to play with older kids.

 They don’t just do activities. They go out and play with them 
in their play structure. Even then, they don’t run around playing tag. 
(They actually do that but they do even more.)They play games like 
Duck Duck Goose, and  Duck (a game that the kids invented where 
you play hide-and-go seek)
.
 So let’s appreciate what Orange Team has done for these 
kids!!!! Understand that they go to Estrella to help, play, and have 
fun with the kids. They actually do more than that; they put them 
to sleep when it is nap time and join them in the fun.  So they are 
the…. Orange Team.

 
-Sanghavi, Ryan, Orion



         Striped team
  

 The striped team consists of kids entering tenth grade, and 
focuses on leadership. The purpose of the striped team is to help kids 
improve leadership skills while also doing community service. The 
striped team has been to the Alma Seniors Center, Second Harvest, 
Sacred Heart, and put on a play at Bibliotheca Library.
 At Alma Seniors Center the striped team put on a luau for the 
people there. When the team was at Second Harvest they packaged 
over 3,000 pounds of broccoli; at Sacred Heart the striped team sorted 
clothing and gave out food. 
 The reflection the striped team was based on communication. 
In each reflection group the people played games with and without 
communication, and also using different forms of communication. The 
rev up they did was tons of fun, and I think everybody enjoyed the 
four-way capture the flag game.



 Upcoming Election
By Jackson

The election is next November and there are many 
serious and not so serious candidates.  An example of 
a not so serious candidate would be Robert “the na-
ked cowboy” Burk.  An example of a serious candidate 
would be Ron Paul.

1. Mitt Romney  
       He looks like he would be good in soap commercials. 
       He is the son of George W. Romney.
       He was the governor of Massachusetts.

2. Michele Bachmann
        She is a member of the Minnesota Senate.
         She is the foster mother of 23 teenagers.
         She is a supporter of the Tea Party Movement.       

3. Jonathon Sharkey 
           He is a pro wrestler.
           He looks like a creepy vampire.
           He claims to be the descendent of Vlad Dracul.

4. Herman Cain    
       He is CEO of Godfathers Pizza.  
        He lives in Atlanta.
        He is a minister to a church.  
       
5. Newt Gingrich      
       Most of his campaign people quit.
        He is Man of the Year according to Time Magazine.
         He is a Republican.  

Then people might believe them. The scientists then did the 
community a service; they informed people about what they 
shouldn’t eat/drink if they don’t want to have cancer. This 
might not fit into every situation but it is still community 
service.
 So now you know that cleaning up your neighborhood 
park and distributing food to the poor isn’t the only kind of 
community service. Media is community service. You can 
inform people about what they should and shouldn’t do to live 
in a healthier, safer, and better world.

-Sanghavi =D =D =D



6. Barack Obama 
           He is the current president. 
          He is the first African American president.
            He authorized the kill of Osama bin Laden.               

7. Sarah Palin 
           She was the governor of Alaska.
           She was the youngest governor of Alaska.
          She is a Republican.

8. Ron Paul
              He is a Republican.
              He lives in Texas.
             He is an American doctor.                           

9. Tim Pawlenty     
               He is a Republican.
               He is in the Minnesota House of 
Representatives.            

10. Jimmy  Micmillan              
               He is in the “The Rent is Too Damn High.” party
               He is a Republican.
           

Lights! Camera! Community   
Service?!

 So you think that the purple team doesn’t do community ser-
vice. Think again. Just because the purple team sits inside the media 
studio and types up articles all day, it doesn’t mean that they’re NOT 
doing community service.
 Yeah, so you’re probably thinking something like this: 
“OMG, THE PURPLE TEAM DOES COMMUNITY
SERVICE!!!!!! ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE!!!!! THE WORLD IS 
GOING TO END!!!!!” Then again, you might not be thinking that. 
You know that everyone in SOS does community service. BIG 
WHOOP. But you might not know how. Other teams distribute food 
to the homeless, play with little children, and help the environment, 
but the purple team doesn’t do any of that. The purple team special-
izes in media.
 The purple team makes the Zine (the thing that you’re read-
ing right now =D), and they make a movie. Yes, a movie. Pretty 
cool, huh? But what would life at SOS be without the purple team?
 First of all, none of the teams would get interviewed. No one 
would know how any of the teams do community service. Yeah, NO 
ONE. There would be no Zine so you probably wouldn’t be read-
ing anything right now. Without the purple team, there would be 
no movie. SOS might go completely unrecognized. OK, maybe not 
completely unrecognized…
  Ok I still haven’t answered one question. How is media 
community service?!?!?!?!?!??!?!??!?!?! Well, how would anybody 
know about things that are going around in their world without T.Vs, 
radios, newspapers, magazines, and the internet? Yeah, that’s right. 
They WON’T. For example, say a group of scientists found that 
Gatorade gives you cancer (that might not be true. Remember, this is 
an example). How would anybody know that Gatorade is unhealthy? 
Would the scientists run around from house to house screaming 
“GATORADE GIVES YOU CANCER!!!!”? Even if they would and 
they could, would anybody believe them? Probably not. But if this 
information is on the news, they could show people their evidence. 



                The End of the World
 

My opinion…

 WhAt i think About the end of the World 
is thAt it is fAlse thAt the World is going to 
end in 2012. i think the MAyAns just rAn out of 
rooM or just got lAzy And stopped Writing the 
cAlendAr. MAny people think thAt this is re-
Ally true And soMetiMes people kill theM-
selves becAuse they Are too scAred. this is hoW 
people think the end of World is going to like. 
other people think it’s the birth of A neW erA. 
soMe people Are tAking AdvAntAge And stArt 
businesses And stArt MAking A lot of Money.

  
 soMe people think the World is going to bAse 
on the cAtAstrophes thAt Are going on in the 
World, And the prophecy of the bible. if you think 
the World is going to end in 2012 it WAs suppose to 
end MAy 21, 2011, A sAturdAy. did We die? no. i don’t 
think Aliens Are coMing becAuse i think We Would 
knoW by then. it’s not true About the bible becAuse 
the book isn’t current And does not tell the future.

SOS’s 
Super

Awesome
Teams

or:

“Why We’ve 
Been 

Following
You Around!”

by the Purple Team



   My TOP 10 Movies!
        By: Anthony L.

1.) The Longest Yard- It’s funny because there wasn’t a single scene where I 
didn’t laugh. Recommended for people like Nick who laugh a lot!
2.) Grown Ups- Also funny. Favorite scene is when (Adam Sandler) the main 
character turns around, throws a basketball with his back to the hoop and makes it in 
like if it was the easiest thing in the world.
3.) The Hangover- HILARIOUS! Favorite scene is when Allen gets a crowbar 
thrown at his face. 
4.) Friday- Funny movie! First scene I think of when I hear about the movie is 
when the main character (Ice Cube) gets this HUGE bowl and fills it up with cereal 
and gets the milk and pours it all in but there is only like two drops off milk left.
5.) Fast Five- racing and action movie. I like the part when the guys (Paul 
Walker and Vin Diesel) steal all the money in the safe and are being chased by the 
cops because it has a lot of action!
6.) Nightmare on Elm Street- This is a horror film but still is awesome! 
Every scene is scary. I recommend this movie to people who don’t get scared very 
easily and can handle very sudden surprises.
7.) Click- This is a funny movie! My favorite scene is when the kid from next 
door is playing catch with the main character’s son and the kid gets hit in the face 
with the baseball! 
8.) The Green Hornet- this movie is hilarious and action-packed! The scene 
in the beginning of the movie is funny but messed up at the same time. The main 
character is a child at the time and gets in trouble at school again. His dad gets mad 
and rips the child’s action figure’s head off and throws it in the garbage.
9.) Unstoppable- I really enjoyed watching this movie! My 
favorite part of the movie is when the two guys finally stop the train that could have 
almost killed many people.
10.) Paranormal Activity- Don’t watch this movie if you get scared very eas-
ily. I MEAN it! The creepiest part was when the couple put flour on the floor to see 
what would happen and then they walked out of their room during the middle of the 
night and saw footprints made of the flour they put right outside of their door… 

 if you’re scAred thAt the World Will reAlly 
end in 2012 Well good luck… if the World reAlly 
ends for reAl then just enjoy your life. 

things to do if the World reAlly ends:
• you should go spend soMe tiMe With your fAMily
• creAte A tiMe cApsule With A lot of Money
• do soMething extreMe( get in trouble)
• try  to trAvel All over the World
• find  your lover
• eAt A lot of food
• don’t focus on  your hoMeWork
• hAng out With your friends
                                                                                    Stacy T.



Technology
By Dominick

 Technology has been around since the beginning of time. 
Technology helps us learn in many ways and helps us to do pretty 
much everything. Technology helps us in a everyday life, such as 
driving, using the internet, and listening to your music. Technology 
is very good because without technology we would not have a car or 
a vehicle’s or anything.

      Technology has been around since the begging of time so we 
don’t really know who or how technology was technology was 
invented or who made it. As we know it technology has always been 
around and it will always be around, because people these days 
create new technology everyday so we waste money on buying new 
products that end up in the trash. You may find old technology or 
you may build your own create your own things,                                                                                                                 

A:  All different kinds! You can find articles about what the specific 
teams do in this magazine.

Q:  Why are SOS members so obsessed with Friendship Bracelets?
A:  Because we’re all friends :D

Q:  Why are they doing it so much?
A:  W-we can stop anytime we want. We just…don’t want to.

Q:  What’s another question I can ask?
A:  Good question.

Q:  Aren’t you going to give me an idea of what to ask?
A:  Nope.
Q:  Then can we end this?
A:  That’s probably a good idea.

                                                              -Caitlyn Loraine, dood.



                                        Wait, What’s SOS?
                                                      FAQ

Q: What does “SOS” mean? 
A: It’s not “Save our ship.” Not “Super old soup.” Definitely not 
“Sticky oily sauce” either. Nor some kind of “Stinky orange shoe-
laces,” but…then what does it mean? Oh, you know what it means. 
You’ve been here two weeks! Surely you’ve heard the amazing leaders 
mention the magical S-O-S.
 Summer of (insert dramatic music here)…..SWEAT! Wait, 
whoops! I meant Service. I swear! It’s really Summer of Service. Yes, 
we’ve actually been doing community service this whole time.

Q: What kind of camp is this?
A:  We go out to the woods and battle against nature trying to survive 
with nothing more than a shoe and the clothes are our back. Not really.
 This is a camp where fellow kids around your age, too cool for 
those little kid camps, too young to work, can gather and help the com-
munity (while having a great time of course!)

Q: Why would I sign up for a camp where I have to work?
A: Instead of contributing to the energy crisis, wouldn’t you rather 
have a fun time getting a head start on community service for High 
School? Don’t think of it as work, it’s volunteering with some funny 
friends. 

Q: Why is SOS better then every other camp in the world? 
A: Because we’re  S-O-S! ♪ *To the tune of Barney* ♪ ♫  S-O-S    S-
O-S    S-O S-O    S-O-S    S-O-S-O-S-O-S-O-S-O-S     S-O-S-O     S-
O-S  ♪ ♫  

Q:  What kind of people do SOS?
A: People who are made of AWESOME! And eat Amazing-Ohs for 
breakfast! People who know better than to clean Ryan’s desk.

Q: What kind of Community Service does SOS do?

Mammoth Exhibit
 

The mammoth exhibit is incredible. This exhibit is awesome; it has 
a model mammoth that is huge of how the scientists think it looked 
like. I really thought it was cool because it had horns coming out of 
the face. It was really, really cool; I loved how they build it out of 
plastic bones. If you look around the mammoth exhibit you can see 
people enjoying themselves and having a lot of fun with their kids. 
There lots of games and fun activities you can play, and they are re-
ally awesome. 
        My opinion about this exhibit is that it’s a really fun way to 
have fun with anyone you know. People probably think this exhibit 
is kind of boring but it’s really not   because it’s a place to have fun 
and play around. 



How Brett is awsome
By Dominick 

 Brett is an awesome dude, he brings lots of expensive stuff, 
and he asks people too not touch it so it won’t break. Brett is so awe-
some, his awesome skills with the computers here in the museum 
he help’s a lot, he has an awesome personality and he’s fun to be 
around. Brett has awesome skills with lighting and audio as well. 
Brett has been at the museum for a long time. He helps people when 
they need it and he’s an honest person.  He’s really funny, I mean 
really funny. You don’t need to know him that well to get to be his 
friend because like I said he is an awesome guy. Brett hair is awe-
some it’s like the best hair ever, Brett’s favorite animal is a squirrel, 
and I don’t blame him I like squirrels too.
     Brett is one of the coolest people here at the museum and those 
are all they reasons why.  :)

                                  Drums!!!!!!    
                                                                     
                                               By Orion
                                                                                                                            There are different drums in the 

world. All kinds you can think 
of, such as bass drum, tom-toms, 
snare, hand drums…and more.

  A lot of people say playing 
drums is so easy all you basically have 

to a beat, know what you’re doing and especially 
don’t mess up because playing the drums is like the heart of 
the band you mess up the whole band is most likely to mess up 
the song you’re doing. 

  The most popular style of drums is ROCK!!!!!!! 
Other styles are Latin, Jazz, marching band, and more.

  In a drum set or drum kit there is always a snare, 
bass, tom-toms, (cymbals) crash and Hi hats. Sometimes there 
are other things you can add on for different styles of drum 
beats and songs.

   My opinion in drumming is that it is the best 
instrument and has a lot of fun with it and I recommend drum-
ming to people or kids that like drumming or interested in it. 
So go and try it!!



TOP 10 SONGS
IN THE USA

B Y JACKSON
1. Rolling in the deep by ADELE

2. Give me everything by Pitbull

3. Party Rock Anthem by LMFAO

4. Last Friday Night by Katy Perry

5. E.T. by Katy Perry and Kanye west

 

6.  The Edge of Glory by Lady Gaga

7. Dirt Road Anthem by Jason Aldean

8.  Super Bass by Nicki Minaj

9. The Lazy Song by Bruno Mars

10. The Show Goes On by Lupe Fiasco

Top 10 Superheroes     
    By Dominick               
 1.The Green Lantern
 2.Batman
 3.Superman
 4.Flash
 5.Wonder Woman
 6.Captian America
 7.Iron Man
 8.Dare Devil
  9.Spiderman
            10.cyclone



                                                   
                                                    

                                                                A Tragic Tide
 
Vividly imagine that one minute you’re having a casual 
conversation with your family…then the next moment, 
you’re desperately trying to keep a firm grasp on nearby 
stable things as the earth violently shakes. A lot of us 
here in California have experienced maybe a small sample 
of an earthquake, but never an 8.9. The sheer power 
of the ‘quake caused a great stirring ocean, creating a 
devastating tsunami that did the real damage. Yup, the 
Japanese Tsunami and Earthquake you heard about all 
over the News for weeks. Even now the affected parts 
of Japan are still recovering.
 I’m going to spare you the details about what hap-
pened, as you probably already know. Instead, I’m going 
to tell you bit about the current attempts of recovery 
for them. Japan’s officials have agreed this to be the 
country’s worst crises since WWII. Thousands are with-
out basic food and shelter, and many damaged roads 
and cities make travel near impossible. Some cities and 
villages have literally been swept away, killing thousands. 
Some people are stranded in their homes, while their 
surroundings are flooded.
 To make matters worse, all the damage done 
caused by the earthquakes and tsunami ended up re-
sulting in Japan’s Nuclear Crisis. The people fighting to 
repair the nuclear plants are expected to soon lose their 
lives. Many plants have leaked deadly radiation, and 
some have even blown.
 

 This is only a little bit of what has been discovered so far in 
the year 2011. There is still so much more to find, and discoveries still 
remain to be made.



          
              New Archaeological Discoveries
                                          By: Ana
 
 Archaeologists, paleontologists, researchers, and other histori-
cal scientists are always discovering new things; some facts take years 
to uncover, while others take only days. With each discovery, we are 
able to add another piece to our large history puzzle.
 While seizing a site where 58 tons of garbage was being ille-
gally dumped in the coastal town of Pozzuoli, Italian police discover 
a 2,000 year-old Roman-era tomb. The mausoleum dates back to the 
second century A.D. Marble beams and decorations were discovered 
after the police used earth-moving equipment to remove the trash and 
dirt. The owner of the site is being accused of breaking environmental 
and archaeological conservation laws.
 Archeologist’s doing work in the area surrounding the Roman 
ruins in Torrox, Spain have uncovered remnants of a temple dating 
back to the first century. Mainly beams and parts of columns have been 
found, and work is motivated by the hopes of finding more hidden re-
mains. “The archeologist supervising the works, Aurora Urdiales, has 
classified it as an ‘impressive discovery…due to the state of conserva-
tion in which they have been found.’” 
 The unknown Ba kingdom, dating back to 1046 B.C., has been 
unearthed in northern China. The kingdom is estimated to be from 
the Xizhou dynasty (1046 to 771 B.C.). Engraving from bronze wares 
found in Linfen City signifies that the region was ruled by Ba Bo, or 
Count of the Ba kingdom. Archaeologists state that the Ba kingdom 
has never been seen in any historical document before. 
 The remains of 200 to 400 soldiers, who died in the Korean 
War, were returned between 1991 and 1994. “The remains of Corporal 
A.V. Scott were identified nearly 60 years after he went missing during 
the Korean War.” (discovery.com) Corporal Scott was captured east of 
Seoul, South Korea following an attack by Chinese communist forces 
and was taken to a prisoner-of-war camp, where he passed away. Over 
2,000 U.S. soldiers died as prisoners of war, and nearly 8,000 remain 
missing from the 1950-1953 war, according to the Pentagon.

Many people are volunteering themselves for search 
and rescues, engineering the Nuclear Plants, sending 
money for food, etc. A lot of imports here from Japan 
give a percent back to the country. Hopefully in the 
near future, Japan will have been able to rebuild. Like 
a burnt forest, there is still hope in the ashes. 

                                                                                                       ~Caitlyn B.

                         Photos from National Geographic



                                             

                                                 Book Review
 Eon 
 By: Alison Goodman

  Eon is a book of warriors, spirit 
dragons, and a hidden secret that could 
change everything. 

 Eon has been trained in the skills
 of dragon magic for four  years, hoping
 for one of the Twelve Energy Dragons
 of Good For tune to choose him as an 
apprentice, but he also has a large secret,
 he is actually a she. A sixteen year-old Eona, who has been living a 
lie, risking it all for the chance to become a Dragoneye, the human 
link to an energy dragon’s power. In a world where women are kept 
hidden behind paper screens, and a girl using dragon magic means 
immediate execution, the stakes are high and danger is just around 
the corner.
  I enjoyed reading Eon, it was impossible for me to put down, 
the suspense of waiting for what was going to happen was so great. 
The fact that Eon (a.k.a. Eona) is actually working to improve her 
life, even with her crippled hip, where as any other girl from her 
home would be so afraid of death that they wouldn’t even attempt 
such a feat. Eon is a great book for boys and girls alike, perfect for 
young readers; it’s an exciting, risk-it-all book that will keep you 
reading for hours. 
                                                                                  -Ana

      How AWESOME the Purple Team Leaders Are!
                                            By: Anthony L.
Did you know that the purple team leaders are AWESOME? Well 
THEY ARE!!! Here is a description of every leader on the purple 
team!

Casey Jane- She is the purple team leader! She has a pretty AWE-
SOME personality has pretty AWESOME friendship bracelet mak-
ing skills! You really wouldn’t like to have a clash with her team, so 
it’s best not to mess with her. Like Casey Jane and I always say, “If 
you’re scared, go to church!”

Nick- He is the purple team assistant! He is a cool, AWESOME guy 
with AWESOME card game playing skills! He likes the wings that 
are really hot from Wing Stop! He just got a haircut! It’s a pretty 
AWESOME haircut!



Shorter school 
years
Due to California’s budget cri-
sis, it is getting more likely 
that we will be having short-
er school years. In March 2011, 
state treasurer Bill Lockyer 
suggested cutting the school 
year by two months in order 
to reach anticipated savings if 
Gov. Brown’s tax extension fails. 
However, hasn’t exactly been 
proposed, and they are work-
ing to avoid a reduction of that 
size. 

      How AWESOME the Purple Team Leaders Are!
                                            By: Anthony L.
Did you know that the purple team leaders are AWESOME? Well 
THEY ARE!!! Here is a description of every leader on the purple 
team!

Casey Jane- She is the purple team leader! She has a pretty AWE-
SOME personality has pretty AWESOME friendship bracelet mak-
ing skills! You really wouldn’t like to have a clash with her team, so 
it’s best not to mess with her. Like Casey Jane and I always say, “If 
you’re scared, go to church!”

Nick- He is the purple team assistant! He is a cool, AWESOME guy 
with AWESOME card game playing skills! He likes the wings that 
are really hot from Wing Stop! He just got a haircut! It’s a pretty 
AWESOME haircut!



Why is it so HOT in here?
 
   What is Global Warming? And WHY is it so HOT in here?!
Global Warming is the warming of the globe. But it’s NOT that 
simple. It all starts with greenhouse gases. Greenhouse gases basi-
cally act as mirrors and reflect the sun’s rays back to the earth. The 
most common greenhouse gas is carbon dioxide (CO2). The heat 
gets trapped and temperatures on earth rise.

 Global Warming is really bad for the environment. For 
example, it makes Arctic ice melt. The polar bears have nowhere to 
go. They have to keep migrating in search for stable ice to live on.

 There are many ways in which we can prevent the accel-
eration of Global Warming. Just as humans breathe in oxygen and 
breathe out carbon dioxide, trees “breathe in” carbon dioxide and 
“breathe out” oxygen. So, with more trees, there will be less carbon 
dioxide in the atmosphere. But, unfortunately, people keep cutting 
trees down for timber. The amount of trees being cut down ISN’T 
the same as the amount of trees being planted.

 You can also help by riding a bicycle instead of driving a car. 
Cars emit greenhouse gases whereas bicycles do not. If you can’t 
ride a bike, then get an eco-friendly car. The next time you need to 
get a car, start looking for electric cars. They don’t emit as many 
greenhouse gases as normal cars.

 Everyone on the planet contributes to global warming but 
you, as an individual, can strive to a better planet.

-Sanghavi =D =D =D

             
              Portal is an FPS style puzzle game. 
Taking place in the Half Life universe. In which 
the player uses a “handheld portal device” to 
solve puzzles and progress through various test 
chambers. Unlike Half Life, small hints can be 
found in the test chambers. The complexity of the 
puzzles (about past chamber 13) can get
 unappealing for those who aren’t into puzzle 
games, so the quality of this game is up to the 
player.  

           
         Team Fortress 2 is 
an online class-based multiplayer shooter in which the 
player can choose from a wide range of classes from 
the flame-throwing Pyro to the fast running Scout. 
Each class is meant to suit a specific play style. For 
example, if you don’t prefer direct combat, you can 
play as an Engineer, who can build a dispenser to heal 
and resupply your teammates, or use teleporters to 
bring newly spawned 
players to the front line. All classes are balanced in 
such ways that one player cannot dominate the match 
as a single class. For example, Snipers can easily take 
out slow moving classes such as the soldier, but are 
very vulnerable to Spies, who can backstab players 
with their knife for an instant kill. Overall, I rate TF2 
as a 9 out of 10 for its very fun moments and well 
balance when compared to other shooters.



                            The Orange Box:
                    Review
                            By Ryan W.

The Orange Box is a collection of five games in 
total. Half Life 2, its two sequel episodes, Portal, 
and Team Fortress 2. All developed by Valve. Half 
Life 2 is the second installment of Valve’s debut 
franchise, in which the player controls the scientist 
Gordon Freeman, in a world taken over in seven hours 
by an alien government called The Combine. Half 
Life 2, along with Half Life 2 episodes 1 and 2, are 
single-player based with various puzzles to solve in 
order to move on. As you progress through the story 
you will fight a wide range of enemies, from 
zombies to Combine soldiers. You will also obtain 
various weapons, from the iconic crowbar to the 
object manipulating Gravity Gun. As said before, the 
games mainly rely on puzzles in order to make 
progress. The game gives you no clues as to what 
to do, making the puzzles rather complicated and 
can wear out your patience for completing the game. 
The two sequel episodic games, Half Life 2: Episode 
One and Half Life 2: Episode Two each focus on a 
new concept, with Episode One focusing on working 
through the story with an NPC (non-playable 
character), and Episode Two with wide open outdoor 
environments. Overall, I would rate Half Life as 7 
out of 10. 

Is it a TIGER or a LION?! Wait… 
IT’S A LIGER!!!!! OH NO!!!!! 
NOW IT’S A TIGLON!!!
     
 Ligers. A cross between a male lion and a lioness tigress.      
   SCAAAAAAARY…

 Ligers have characteristics of both lions and tigers. Like
tigers, ligers enjoy swimming. Ligers are also very sociable, just 
like lions. Ligers were first created in 1798 by Étienne Geoffroy 
Saint-Hilaire.

 Ligers are the largest known cat in the world. Some believe 
that ligers continue to grow throughout their lives. 
Ligers have the yellowish-brown background with the tiger stripes. 
Ligers can be white but it is very rare.
~
 Tiglons are a cross between a 
male tiger and a tigress (I’m trying to tell you 
about ligers and tiglons, not tigers and lions!)
lioness. Ligers are more common than tiglons 
but in the early 19th and 20th centuries, tiglons 
were more common than ligers. Tiglons have 
the spots of their lion mother and the stripes of 
their tiger father. Tiglons are smaller than ligers 
but they do not have dwarfism.

 All in all, tiglons and ligers are 
very unusual species that should be
 respected and preserved.

        
                      -Sanghavi =D =D =D



                                            Staff Bio’s
                                                  by: Ana
                                                

                                                Casey Jane
                                                (Purple Team)

 Full name: Casey Jane Satterlund
 Born: “Good Samaritan Hospital, Los Gatos, but I’ve lived in San  
Jose all my life.” 
 Birthday: December 27
 College: San Jose State
 Year-round occupation: Discovery Youth (after school)
 Hobbies: Making friendship bracelets
 Favorite Food/Beverage: Pesto pizza and horchata
 Favorite Band/Singer: Sam Cooke
 Favorite T.V. Show/Movie: House and True Grit
 Favorite Historical Figure: Emperor Norton, the guy who one day 
declared himself emperor of San Francisco. Nikola Tesla
 How long have you been with CDM? 10 years
 Why did you choose to work at CDM? “Because I had a great time 
as  a participant, and it is a really good program.”
 What are some/one of your favorite things about S.O.S.? “The 
program takes people into consideration doing community service, and 
the campers are treated like adults which more camps should do.”
 Motto/Catch Phrase: “I learned from my mama, what you don’t 
have in life you can’t worry about, you just gotta deal with it.” “Reap-
ply, reapply, reapply.”

                                               

Osama Bin Laden
by Ryan W.
Osama bin Mohammed bin Awad bin Laden was 
the leader of Al-Qaeda, the terrorist orga-
nization that organized the 9/11 attacks on 
the U.S. , and a number of attacks against 
civilian and military targets. He was on the 
FBI’s top 10 most wanted in the world with a 
25,000,000 U.S. dollar reward. In the years 
2001-2011, he was a major target in the 
War on Terrorism with a near endless search 
for him. On May 2, 2011, he was killed by 
Navy SEALs and CIA operatives in a private 
compound



New Products
 

By Ryon F.

 Some new products of our new age are the 
iPhone, iPad, iPod, iCloud, and laptops.  The 
iPhone started from just an iPhone to an iP-
hone 3g to an iPhone 3gs and the to the iPhone 
4 which has a camera on the front and back so 
you can take picture and video chat with your 
friends and family.  Apple is also thinking of mak-
ing a new iPhone which we are predicting is go-
ing to be called the iPhone 5!  Also Apple made 
the iPad and the iPod.  The iPad is an amazing 
touch screen computer that is a good size.  Al-
though some people are complaining that it does 
not have flash, a program that many websites use 
and video games need, people are still amazed 
by the iPad.  Just recently the iPad 2 came out 
that has a camera on both sides, so you may take 
pictures and video chat with your friends and 
famly.  The iCloud is and application that stores 
all of your saved items, and then you may access 
them on any computer.  Some new laptops that 
have come out are the Windows 7 and the Mac-
book Pro.

                 Analuna
                    (Purple Team)

 Full name:  Analuna Isabel Brambila
 Born? Northfield, Minnesota
 When is your birthday? January 15
What high school do you attend? Pioneer High
 What do you do for a living? Babysit
 What are your hobbies? Playing the piano and saxophone, writing
 Favorite Food: Mediterranean
 Favorite Band/Singer: Green Day and Elton John
 Favorite T.V. Show: Friends
 Favorite Historical Figure: Charles Turnip Townshend
 How long have you been with CDM? 6 years
 Why did you choose to work at CDM? Because I liked it as a partici 
pant, and community service is very important to me. Also it is a good 
opportunity to do community service.
 What are some of your favorite things about CDM? The level of 
credit, respect, and expectation for the campers.
 Motto/Catch Phrase: “Sock it to me?!”

                Ryan Smith
 Full Name: Ryan
 Where were you born? San Jose
 Birthday: July 25, 1982
 College: San Jose State
 Year-round job: Youth Educator at CDM
 Hobbies: Biking and hiking
 Favorite Food: Spinach
 Favorite Band: Fugazi
 Favorite T.V. Show: Arrested Development
 Favorite Historical Figure: Whoever invented the bike
 How long have you worked at CDM? 10 years
Why did you choose to work at CDM? Because it’s close to my 
house
 What is one of your favorite things about S.O.S.? Green Team
Motto/Catch Phrase: “Casey Jane. Stop having fun.”



                                 Sports
What kind of sports there are?
  Basket ball
  Base ball
  Soccer
  Soft ball
  Golf
  Tennis
  Volley ball
  Water sports
  Wrestling
  Cheerleading 
  Paint ball
  Running
 My favorite sports are basket ball and soccer. 
Basket ball is one of my favorite because you exercise 
a lot and you use your hands. What was the first 
basket ball basket made of? It was made of just peach 
baskets and the first cardboard was made of wire. 
The man who created basket ball was Dr. James 
Naismith. At age 9 he was raised by his aunt and his 
uncle. He wanted to invent basket ball because he 
wanted a sport that wasn’t about strength and more 
about team work. Did you know that there are 13 
rules in basket ball?
 My second favorite sport is soccer because you 
could run a mile without knowing it. I like soccer 
because it is all about teamwork and beating the 
other team. Soccer is the most popular sport in the 
world. At the end, a team wins the World cup which 
is prestigious and very important. All around the 
world soccer has been improving.
 What I love about all this sports because there 
is a lot of running to do, there is teamwork to do, and 
you get paid a lot of money. To stay fit the players 
must do a lot of exercise and run a lot.

Recycling
 

By Ryon F.

Recycling is a great way to give back what you have used 
to make something new and different.  For example you 
can recycle a yogurt cup and make a toothbrush out of 
it.  There are so many more examples of new thing made 
out of recycled materials.  Recyclable items may be glass, 
paper, metal, textiles, and electronics.  Recycling started 
way back in 400 B.C. in Plato.  This was because back 
then items were scarce so they had to reuse materials.  
A way that we collect recycled items are by having a 
truck come by are house every week. And a way to sort 
recycled items is by having recycling bins on the street 
or in our homes.  Recycling saves lots of money because 
we don’t have to pay money to make new materials, and 
energy because it takes time and effort to make these 
products.
 Some examples of objects made of recycled mate-
rials are toothbrushes made of yogurt cups and napkins 
made of other napkins.  As well as pens or pencils made 
of recycled wood.  There is even jewelry made of re-
cycled glass.  Also another recycled material item is wal-
lets made of a bike tubes. There are clocks made of old 
music records.  Unbelievably, there are socks made of 
recycled cotton.  There are many items made of recycled 
materials and you can help make more by recycling.



Oil Spill
 

By Ryon F.
 
 As we all know, there was a big oil spill in 
the Gulf of Mexico near Florida and Louisiana.  
This was the largest accidental oil spill in his-
tory.  This tragedy happened on April 20, 2010.  
On July 31, 2010 a scientific team was sent to 
the oil spill led by National Incident Commander 
Thad Allen to check the flow of British Petro-
leum in the oil leaking into the ocean.  
 The estimated discharge rate was 62,000 
bbl/day.  17 days before the rate was 53,000 bbl/
day.   All burned values are entered every day 
by National Incident Command personnel and 
used in everyday and cumulative totals.  After 
many failed tries to stop the leaking oil, finally in 
August they stopped the flow of oil.  It was the 
first time in 86 days that the oil was not going 
into the ocean.

Why do I like sports?
 I like sports because they give you a reason to 
stay fit and to have fun. I like sports because you get 
to meet new people, give you a reason to work hard 
in school, and to stay active. Sports help me be more 
competitive.
 It feels good when you play a sport because it 
fun to just play with your friends and try to beat your 
enemies. It gives you a reason to stay healthy.
Do you play a sport???
Go Out and Play a Sport Now!!!

Stacy T.



      Natural Disasters
         By:Anthony L.

Natural disasters hurt many people and cause a lot of
 damage. There are many types of natural disasters: 
tornadoes, hurricanes, floods earthquakes, wildfires and 
MORE. Most natural disasters happen unexpectedly while 
others such as hurricanes can be seen coming on satellite 
images.

A recent natural disaster that occurred was a tornado that 
hit a small city in the state of Missouri called Joplin. The 
tornado hit in the evening while most families were having 
dinner. An estimated 156 people died in this tragedy making 
it the single deadliest tornado in about 60 years. The city’s 
hospital suffered direct impact of the tornado and a piece 
of the hospital was completely torn off due to the tornado. 
The tornado created a 6-mile path of complete destruction 
through the center of the city. This certain natural disaster 
can be very destructive and is proven because if what 
happened in Joplin.

Japan’s earthquake earlier this year had the largest mag-
nitude ever recorded which was 8.9 spawning a ferocious 
tsunami killing hundreds as it swept away boats, cars, and 
homes. There were more than 50 aftershocks for hours, 
many being over magnitude 6.0. Warnings of tsunamis were 
extended to other areas such as Hawaii, Indonesia, New 
Zealand, Latin and American nations, as well as Chile. 
Hawaii was the first country to be hit by tsunami waves. 
They were recorded about 3 feet tall and eventually grew to 

•	 The	West	Indian	Manatee:	Since	1967	it	has	been	
endangered and still is facing serious actions. Approxi-
mately	2,568	are	left	in	Florida’s	wild	waters.

•	 The	Asian	Elephant:	Since	1986	the	Asian	
Elephant	has	been	said	to	be	really	endangered.	Over	
the	last	three	generations	the	elephant	species	has	
declined	to	over	50%.

  



6 feet in other parts of Hawaii. 

 The massive wildfire in Springerville, Arizona is burning in 
the Apache-Sitgreaves National Forest but is nowhere near 
the most damaging to homes. Nearly 10,000 people have 
been forced to evacuate homes in various small mountain 
communities and two larger towns on the edge of the 
forest. It is the largest in state history and the fire is said 
to be bigger than the city of Phoenix. More than 30 homes 
were destroyed and the fires conditions worsened. Hopefully 
firefighters can work together more and more to be able to 
finally put out the fire.

Natural disasters are usually unexpected so it’s a good idea 
that you have some sort of plan so that when the time comes, 
you already know what to do. We can’t control natural 
disasters which is why being prepared for one no matter how 
small the chance is, is a good thing. 

Endangered Species 
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                               By Orion

          	There	have	been	a	lot	of	endangered	species	especially	
animals. 
•	 The	Black	Rhino:	Since	1970	the	black	rhino	population	
decreased	by	90%,	that	is	less	than	3,000	Black	Rhinos.	This	is	
because	they	are	killed	for	their	horns.
•	 The	Giant	Panda:	There	are	fewer	than	1,000	in	the	natural	
habitat	of	China.	They	are	endangered	because	of	poaching	for	
their	fur	and	loss	of	habitat
•	 The	Tiger	(Panthera	tigris):	Less	than	6,000	tigers	remain	
in	the	wild	mainly	because	of	poaching	for	their	bones	and	body	
parts for Asian medicines.



        Monsters vs. Aliens
 How many people believe in aliens?
4%believe alien are real
48% believe UFO are real
48% cover up of UFO knowledge

 My opinion: 
I think aliens do 
exist because 
if we exist 
then other 
kinds of species 
must exist too. 
I don’t think aliens 
are going to destroy
 us because we have 
no prove they hate 
us. I think aliens
 are real because 
the government and 
scientist know more 
than we do.  
 Some people
 believe that aliens are fake because … 
One: there is no prove that aliens exist… 
Two: Their religion doesn’t allow them to 
believe in other things. Some people de-
scribe aliens as green skinny people that 
are small and tall. Other describe aliens 
as robots with advance technology, and 
big space ships that are more powerful 
that ours.
WE really don’t know anything about 
aliens, but it is a mystery that someday 
will be solved???

DO YOU THINK ALIENS ARE REAL?

                                                                                                                      
º SpongeBob Squarepants (Cartoon):  This show is 
about a sponge named SpongeBob that lives his daily life in 
a pineapple in the ocean sea. And his goal is to be the 
ultimate fry cook. And a lot of crazy stuff happens along 
the way. With his friends, foes, bosses, and crazy 
creatures. 

º Switched at Birth: This show is about these two 
teenagers that find out that they were switched at birth. 
And the two families move in with each other because one 
is bankrupt. And one of the daughters is deaf. So they 
have to get along with each other and live with it as the 
drama happens.



                              TV Shows
                                                 
                                                  By Orion
                                                                                                                         
º Glee: Glee is a show where a group of kids are in glee (like 
show choir) and they face a lot. They have to go through region-
als then if they win they go to nationals, which is the hardest of all. 
While they are preparing there is a lot of DRAMA!!!!! That is 
bad and sometimes good.

º NCIS: NCIS (Naval Criminal Investigative Service) 
is about some investigators that solve crimes that happen in the 
Navy. And they say that there are some doses of humor. So it is 
not just action drama.

                                                                                                                   Stac
y T.

BIGFOOT
 Some people believe Bigfoot is 
fake because there is no prove that 
he exists, and nobody has seen Bigfoot 
in real life. Some people say Bigfoot 
is a big hairy man that looks like an 
ape. Some people believe that big foot 
eats meat. For example, like fish and 
horses.
I don’t think Bigfoot is real because 
there is no prove and there is nothing 
interesting about a hairy man that 
eats meat and lives in the jungle.



S.O.S.


